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Clinton Foundation CIA Covert Corruption - Lord of the Crime Rings!
So, finally the challenge of honest investigative reporting has been taken up in New
York. Charles Ortel, an investigative journalist specialising in financial fraud, has
been investigating the Clintons and their Foundation for the past several years. For
Ortel, Harmon Wilfred’s knowledge of the ‘coincidental’ setting up of the Clinton
Foundation at the same time a CIA/Clinton cartel opened a multi-billion dollar stream
of covert funding, explains much of subsequent events.
By popular demand, Jason Goodman of “Crowd Source the Truth/Truth Leaks” has
hosted a YouTube interview “Lord of the Crime Rings” Sunday with Charles
Ortel, interviewing CIA whistle blower, Harmon Wilfred. (click link or picture below for
YouTube interview)

As reported in multiple previous press releases, Harmon Wilfred, a CIA whistle
blower in possession of evidence and testimony against Bill and Hillary Clinton that
should have had significant influence on NZ foreign policy, has been living in New
Zealand with his wife Carolyn Dare Wilfred since 2001. He has been stateless,
without travel documents and unable to leave the country since his NZ request for
political asylum was rejected in 2006.
In September 2015, Carolyn, with the full prior-knowledge of Immigration New
Zealand (INZ), left NZ to visit her daughter in Canada. Without advance warning and
immediately upon her departure, INZ issued an all-ports ban on her re-entry, even
disallowing her to visit her husband; in-effect permanently separating this couple who
are in their sixties, and who have been married for 20 years. They have been forcibly
and cruelly parted now for 2 years, 5 months…and counting.

In 2011, immediately following a summit between NZ Prime Minister John Key and
US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, Harmon was issued with an unenforceable
deportation order. On February 7, 2018 (with a new government in power), INZ
rescinded the deportation order. However, INZ continues to insist that Carolyn
remain in exile; and even though Harmon is stateless with no travel documents, he
should leave New Zealand immediately and attempt an undocumented and unlawful
entry into another country.
Within a few hours, Ortel’s explosive interview received over forty thousand views
and counting. Despite the complimentary things Ortel had to say about New
Zealand’s new Prime Minister, the facts displayed could well prove extremely
embarrassing for New Zealand. This broadcast should at least shame the negligent
and/or gutless NZ media, as well as the government.
Harmon says, “The information provided in the interview and on my documentary
website www.luminadiem.com is just the tip of the iceberg.” His more sensitive
evidence cannot be publicly released due to national security. Harmon is adamant
that President Trump is the only person in the US government to whom he will trust
to release the rest of his evidence... in person.
Please contact Harmon at harmon@harmonwilfred.com to follow the REAL
MONEY behind the Clintons, the Clinton Foundation and all their evil deeds!
Harmon can be directly reached in NZ on his Toronto freephone 416 342-6061 or
from within New Zealand at 03 968-9603

